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The Cisco IoE Student Hackathon Playbook is a
set of best practices and lessons learned
collected from IoE student hackathons globally
using the Prototyping Lab.

Use this resources as a “play book” or a “cook
book” to prepare and execute a powerful
hackathon experience for Networking Academy
students.

It provides important information:
• A general overview defining Hackathons and

how it promotes the development of 21st

century skills.
• How to organize a Hackathon including Roles

and Responsibilities, the Logistics, and Tools.
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Playbook Structure

 First Part: Student Hackathon Playbook Introduction.

 Second Part: How to Organize a Hackathon Using the Playbook
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Part 1: 
Student IoE Hackathon Playbook 
Introduction
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Hackathon Playbook Introduction

• Background: 21st Century Skills

• What is a “hackathon”

• Hackathon and Social Innovation

• Multidisciplinary Team

• Learning Outcomes
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Background
The IoE student hackathon leverages project based learning methodology

to develop IoE technical skills as well as soft skills referred to as 21st

century skills.

Under the label 21st century skills are a set of abilities equally important,

especially today to succeed in the information age.

Competences required in the new job market are rapidly changing and the

old paradigm of having highly skilled professionals in one specific domain,

or the other extreme of having a wide area generalist without deep

knowledge in any specialty is not efficient anymore. The new positions

within the job market require a multidisciplinary skillset which provides a

combination of the previous two paradigms.

To prepare for the continuous and accelerating pace of change, Students

need to think critically about issues, solve problems creatively, work

collaboratively, communicate clearly in multiple media channels, quickly

learn ever-changing technologies, and deal with a flood of information. The

rapid changes in our world require students to be flexible, take the

initiative, lead when necessary, and to produce something new and useful.

Learning and innovation skills are what separate students who are

prepared for today’s increasingly complex life and work environment, from

those who are not. They include:

• Creativity and Innovation

• Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

• Communication and Collaboration
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What is a hackathon ?
A hackathon can be considered as an extreme example of the Project Based

Learning methodology. It is an event where teams work, hands-on, around the clock,

to ideate, prototype ,and present a solution to the proposed challenge.

The word Hackathon is a combination of two words Hack and Marathon.

The word “Hack" is used in a playful sense, exploratory programming, tinkering,

designing, prototyping, not its alternate meaning referring to computer crime.

Wikipedia describes it as: “A hackathon (also known as a hack-day, hackfest or

codefest) is an event in which computer programmers and others involved in software

development and hardware development, including graphic designers, interface

designers and project managers, collaborate intensively on software projects”.

In a nutshell, a hackathon is a competition event where people meet in an extended

period, usually one to three days, to ideate, collaborate, design, and rapidly prototype

a solution to an agreed upon problem.

The event typically starts with a presentation describing the agenda, the roles, and

introducing the specific theme of the hackathon. Then participants brainstorm ideas

and form teams, based on individual interests and complementary skills. Then the

main work of the hackathon begins, which can last anywhere from several hours to

several days. For hackathons that last 24 hours or longer, especially competitive

ones, eating is often informal, with participants often subsisting on food like pizza and

energy drinks. At the end of the hackathon, there are presentations and

demonstrations where each group presents their results to a panel of experts and

also to the other teams. When there is a formal contest element, the panel of judges

will select the winning team and award prizes.

Subject matter experts, managers, and professionals from a sponsoring organization,

venture capitalists, startup founders and experts of innovation are usually selected as

members for the panel of judges.

This is an excellent activity, providing the student teams “exposure” to the

professional community.
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IoE Hackathon and the Social Innovation

Although most hackathons focus on the software development, in the Cisco IoE Student

Hackathon, students with different backgrounds gather together to form a multidisciplinary

creative team to apply IoE paradigm and technologies for social good.

The key features of the Cisco IoE Student Hackathon are:

• Focus on the use of IoE technology for Social Innovation for Environment, Education, etc.

• Structured flow of facilitation as a way to engage students and teach 21st century skills

• Designed for young students with limited experience in coding and prototyping

• Designed to provide students “Exposure” to potential Employers invited as mentors/judges

Connected Hackathons offer additional features including:

• Strong use of Collaboration technology to bring experts around the world to mentor the

teams

• Providing students an International Experience. Collaborate with other students located

remotely.

* Not part of the IoE Launchpad 1.0
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Multidisciplinary Teams: 5 roles and 5 phases

Creating an IoE solution requires multiple skill sets. That’s why in the IoE Hackathon, each

member of the team will identify as covering one or more of the following Competencies and

and self identify in one of the 5 Roles:

For this reason, it is important to have students with different backgrounds, increasing the

“diversity” of the team and increasing the innovation potential.

Having an equal number of students from various departments: Computer Science,

Networking, Electronics and Business and Design, amplifies the possibility of the students to

learn from each other and experience the work in a multidisciplinary team.

The creative work of the team is organized in 5 phases that moves from the identification of a

problem as an opportunity and the creation of a prototype as solution. The five phases are:

Inspiration, Ideation, Prototyping, Testing and Presentation.

The end goal is to come up with a functional prototype to be demo-ed during the presentation,

convincing the judge panel that their IoE solution is best. While the hackathon is an event

where teams are competing against each other, there is a strong focus on collaboration within

the team, as well as outside, with mentors (technical, business, design, etc.).

I will identify myself as If my strongest skill is 

Networker (IP technologies) I can interconnect devices and things to Internet

Maker (Electronics, digital 

fabrication)

I can create circuits with sensor and actuator and make physical 

things.

Developer (Software) I can write code and create apps

Designer (UX) I make things look good and enjoyable to use

Business Expert. I can identify business and social opportunities and I can present 

effectively the solution to a problem. 

You need a multidisciplinary team to cover 5 roles and working 

in 5 phases to create an  innovative prototype to solve the 

assigned challenge.
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Learning Outcomes

Students develop technical skills

• They learn to connect the physical world with the digital world using the

Internet of Things (IoT), and Internet of Everything (IoE).

• How to iteratively develop a solution with rapid prototyping techniques

• Hands-on experience in creating circuits with electronics, sensors,

actuators, and write code interconnecting nodes using IP network

And Soft Skills:

• Critical thinking and problem solving

• Creativity: How to conduct a brainstorm session and other Ideation

techniques.

• Communication: How to effectively present or “pitch” ideas

• Collaboration: How to work in a multidisciplinary team

From the students feedback other relevant outcomes identified are:

• Connect with like-minded people and learn from each other

• Exposure to potential employers while demonstrating technology creativity

• Develop networking relationships

• Foster inspiration in creating a prototype for a start-up business plan.

Students with both technical and soft skills have better opportunities in the job

market and some of the winning solutions created during the hackathons can

become Startups, thus directly creating new job positions.
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Part 2: 
Organize an IoE Student 
Hackathon
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HOW TO ORGANIZE A HACKATHON?

• Organization Team Roles, and Responsibilities

• Logistics, Technical, and Facilitation

• Prototyping Lab

• Preparation for the Hackathon

• Execution of the Hackathon

• Follow-up Hackathon Activities
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CORE TEAM ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
To organize a hackathon with a large number of participants (100+) you need a dedicated team. In

the of a case of smaller hackathons, one person may cover multiple roles.

We can distinguish the core team (organizing the hackathon) and the extended team (other people

engaged temporarily by the core team).

The Hackathon Organization Core Team structure includes the following roles:

• Hackathon Manager

• Facilitator

• Technical Support

The Extended Hackathon Organization Team includes the following roles:

• Mentors

• Judges

• Speakers

Hackathon Manager

The Hackathon Manager manages the hackathon project schedule and coordinates

requirements with stakeholders related to the hackathon. He is responsible for the

organization and management of the hackathon and a central point where all the

communication channels are connected and knows the current state at all times.

Key Responsibilities:

• Provides leadership

• Defines budget for the event, including the prize for the winning team

• Owns the master project schedule for the hackathon

• Drives deliverables as required for the execution of the hackathon

• Upholds the terms & conditions of the hackathon

• Manages the relationship with extended team - i.e: mentors, judges, and speakers.

• Responsible for all briefings and involvement

• Responsible for marketing the event

Facilitator

The Facilitator is the voice of the hackathon during the event and manages

the hackathon process.

This person leads the collaboration inside the teams, helping with

brainstorming sessions at the ideation phase, and should have the

following skills:

• Strong communication skills

• Understands how to use Design Thinking methodology

• Enjoy working on innovation

• Enjoy solving social issues

• Enjoy working with students

The person must be truly engaged to facilitate the event.

Usually one Facilitator is needed per 5 teams to perform the key

responsibilities:

• Runs the event flow for the hackathon

• Provides leadership for students

• Guides and organizes the judges and judging session

• Responsible for keeping students motivated, keeping energy high and

making it fun

Technical Support

The Technical Support role is responsible for setting up the local technical

infrastructure for the hackathon. He is the contact for the networking

properties like bandwidth, outgoing Internet access without limiting specific

protocols, DHCP enabled Ethernet cable access, WiFi

usernames/password, etc.

At least 1 person is needed to perform the key responsibilities: :

• Technical support with networking, electricity, navigation, etc.

• Install and run the hackathon network

• Room setup with tables for each team, electric outlets per table,

Ethernet cable Internet access with DHCP

• Prototyping Lab readiness check and setup

• Raspberry Pi and Arduino initiation

• TelePresence/WebEx setup (if needed)
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Hackathon title____________________________ and date_________________

Venue: __________________________________Num. 
Participants_______(max)

Challenge description________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_____

Hackathon Manager  ________________________________________________

Hackathon Facilitator ________________________________________________

Technical Support      ________________________________________________

Notes_____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Worksheet Quick Chart for the CORE Team
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EXTENDED TEAM ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Hackathon Organization Core Team structure includes the followings roles:

• Hackathon Manager

• Facilitator

• Technical Support

Extended Hackathon Organization Team includes the following roles:

• Mentor

• Judge

• Speakers

Mentor

Then Mentor understands technology and can help/guide students with

their projects.

The mentor should be an expert in at least one of the following domains:

• Networker (IP Technologies),

• Maker (Electronics),

• Developer (Software),

• Designer (UX),

• Business Expert.

Technical mentors need professional experience with tinkering, Arduino

and Raspberry Pi.

It’s preferred to have at least one mentor for each domain, but the first 3

are crucial.

Additionally, at least 1 person is needed to deliver the following key

responsibilities:

• Provides guidance, general help and offer constructive feedback

• Helps with tinkering activities

• Provides technical training for the teams

• For business mentors, guide the business presentation and offer

professional experience and guidance to the teams

Judge

The judge will evaluate the final projects.

This person should be familiar with IoE and innovation, startup culture, etc.

It is preferred to have experience with entrepreneurship, leading a bigger

team of people, etc.

Hackathon sponsors can potentially take on the role of a judge.

At least 3 people are needed to deliver the following key

responsibilities:

• Evaluates the final pitches and demos

• Works with the Hackathon Manager to finalize the score and set the

winner of the hackathon.

Speaker

The speaker sets the theme of the hackathon. His opening speech

expands the students’ minds, offering examples of existing IoE startups

that are working in the domains specified by the theme of the hackathon.

The person should be an expert either in the technology that enables the

change, or in the domain of the hackathon’s theme.

Key responsibilities:

• Opening the Hackathon

• Presents the state of the art within the theme

• Provides examples of existing issues within the theme

• Provides examples of the IoE solutions and startups targeting the issues

• Expands student thinking
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List of Mentors & Area of Expertise

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________ _______________________ 

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________ 

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________ 

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

List of Speakers               List of Judges

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________ _______________________ 

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

___________________    _______________________

Quick Chart for the Extended tTeam
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Worksheet Role Matrix Example for assigning roles

Role

Main

Contact
Instructor TFE/GFO

People from Maker 

Community, Startup 

Incubators, etc.

Professors not  

engaged in organizing 

the Hackathon

NetAcad

“Grad”

Student

Hackathon 

Manager
x x x

Facilitator x x

Mentor x x x

Judge x x

Technical Support x x

Speaker x x
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Worksheet Role Matrix

Role

Main Contact
Instructor TFE/GFO

People from

Maker 

Community, 

Startup 

Incubators, etc.

Professors not  

engaged in 

organizing the 

Hackathon

NetAcad

“Grad”

Student

Hackathon 

Manager

Facilitator

Mentor

Judge

Technical Support

Speaker
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LOGISTICS, TECHNICAL, FACILITATION

Once the team for organizing the hackathon is identified, then hold a

kick-off meeting to review the quick charts for core and extended team

members and start assigning the tasks for the activities required.

To simplify the organization and execution of the hackathon, there are

3 categories or buckets of activities to be executed:

• Logistics activities

• Technical activities

• Facilitation activities

A structured checklist is provided for each category.
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 Secure the hackathon organization team

 Secure mentors/facilitators/judges/speakers

 Hold briefing for the mentors/judges

 Secure attendees/sponsors

 Organize the prizes

 Confirm catering vendors

 Organize the classroom space

 Secure the Prototyping Lab and other equipment*

 Secure Internet access*

 Advertise hackathon in different media channels

 Build awareness and generate excitement about the 

event

 Define social media policy and hashtag

 Send registration with Terms & Conditions

Optional:

 Print T-Shirts

 Collect giveaway gifts from sponsors

* See technical bucket for details.

 Set up the registration area

 Set up the presentation area

 Manage mentors/judges/speakers

 Manage event production activity

 Encourage winning team to participate in social 
media

 Print certificates of completion to all participants 
and certificates for the winners

 Hand out prizes

 Debrief with your Cisco stakeholders

 Encourage winning team to participate in social 
media

 Author blog posts and articles

 Identify potential success stories and leverage 
them

Pre-Event Execution Post-Event

THE LOGISTICS BUCKET
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 Verify the cable Ethernet connections, WiFi and IT 

set up – test prior to the event

 Verify electric power strips

 Set up student team tables

 Verify the Prototyping Lab equipment

 Verify the Prototyping Lab Cloud 

 Verify the local audio/video equipment for local 

presentation

 Brief technical mentors on their role

 Support the collaboration technologies like TP, 

WebEx *

Optional:

 Create / advertise Hackathon portal community

 Set up Music play list/atmosphere

* If needed

 Support the registration printer & computer

 Support the network and Internet access

 Support electrics power strips 

 Support all audio/video equipment

 Support the student teams in prototyping

 Support the collaboration technologies like 
TelePresence, WebEx*

* If needed

 Debrief with your Cisco stakeholders

 Complete Social Media activity

Pre-Event Execution Post-Event

THE TECHNICAL BUCKET
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 Review the Facilitation Manual.pdf guide for a clear 

understanding of your role

 Prepare the inspiring presentation on the theme of the 

hackathon

 Engage possible speakers or the chosen theme

 Hold meeting with organization team 

 Hold briefing for the mentors/judges/speakers

 Send relevant guide materials to participants and the 

organization team

 Manage the flow of the event

 Manage mentors/judges/speakers

 Guide students to leverage the Design Thinking 
Methodology in prototyping

 Manage issues at the event keeping everyone 
positive

 Encourage social media posts

 Have teams complete feedback surveys

 Award prizes

 Debrief with your Cisco stakeholders

 Complete Social Media activity

Pre-Event Execution Post-Event

THE FACILITATION BUCKET
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Detailed Information
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PROTOTYPING LAB

The Prototyping Lab leverages open hardware boards that drive new IoT innovations globally.

The basic list of equipment consists of:

• Arduino Starter Kit

• Raspberry Pi 2 Starter Kit

• Jumper cables

• PL-Cloud

PL-Cloud is a web service integrating with Cisco NetSpace that allows for configuration and monitoring of the

Raspberry Pi and Arduino devices.

The Prototyping Lab enables students to create new IoT innovations and to connect the already connected world

with unconnected things. During the hackathon, each team should have at least one Prototyping Lab kit.

See also the “Prototyping Lab Activities Manual.pdf”

https://cisco.box.com/s/1un2qto8tav6wdrm53teopu27x8qpg6k
https://cisco.box.com/s/1un2qto8tav6wdrm53teopu27x8qpg6k
https://cisco.box.com/s/1un2qto8tav6wdrm53teopu27x8qpg6k
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CHOOSE A DATE

Choosing a the right date for the hackathon can significantly influence its

success, how well it is attended and how great its impact.

Typical hackathons take concentrated effort over the course of a day. The

Cisco IoE Student Hackathon spans 3 days. Student hackathons are

usually held on weekends when students are not attending

lectures/exercises.

Make sure you choose a date, far in advance, to allow yourself time to

promote and complete all the mandatory readiness activities. Ideally, the

hackathon date should be fixed at least 6 weeks before the event.

It’s recommend you avoid the following when choosing the hackathon date:

• Holiday weekends and summer months as students may be traveling

• Exams periods, as students may be taking exams and not available.

• Politically significant dates, such as elections, especially if you are

organizing a government open data Hackathon

• Religious holidays

• Dates with events already scheduled that could compete with the

hackathon (other Hackathons, Startup Weekend, Conferences, etc.)

CHOOSE A TIME

It’s important to choose a timeframe that works for the students as well as

the location and organizers. It is not recommend running a student

hackathon as an intensive 24+ hour marathon with no sleep. In some

regions legal obligations might prevent such an intensive marathon-like

event.

The IoE Student Hackathon spans 3 days. Each day, the students can

spend between 8-12 hours prototyping.

For a schedule template, please see the following file: Hackathon

schedule.xlsx

https://cisco.box.com/s/kkgt8tnt3scq4ty5w9mi0804gfb9yen7
https://cisco.box.com/s/kkgt8tnt3scq4ty5w9mi0804gfb9yen7
https://cisco.box.com/s/kkgt8tnt3scq4ty5w9mi0804gfb9yen7
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CHOOSE A LOCATION

The location should be the right size and style. Hackathons can be held in many different locations, such as classrooms on

campuses, work areas, boardrooms and maker community places.

The style of the location should be open. The room should be equipped with Flipcharts and separated tables for each team to

sit around with their laptops and the Prototyping Lab.

Choosing the right-sized location is important as well. Take into account that for 3 days, the teams will be heavily engaged in

this location. Doing a pre-registration as soon as possible can help identify the number of students and help you to determine

an appropriately-sized location. You can estimate accommodating 20-25 students per location (4-5 teams).

Try to find a no-charge location, although this is not always possible. The location should be centrally located, somewhere

accessible for most of your attendees. Ideally, it would also be free of access controls (e.g., locked doors), or requiring detailed

instructions in the post-registration communication for accessing the facility (e.g., picking up a guest badge at the registration

desk, etc.). Where this is not possible, make sure that you have visible signage or greeters to ensure everyone can access the

location. If possible, provide a cell phone number so students can call to be let in or obtain assistance.

Consider food placement (best in a separate area), and the location of trash bins, tables, etc. Provide map of the location with

clear and visible signs locating important places (e.g. hackathon room, food, open thinking space, restroom, exits, etc.).

Ideally, the hackathon location should be identified at least 6 weeks before the event.

Work with Technical Support to ensure the Internet connection should be provided using WiFi, and providing Ethernet cables

(RJ45) to each team. Short RJ45 UTP patch cables must be available for each team to connect IoT devices to the Internet.

Check the location ahead of time and make sure the room and network specifications are up to the challenge. Wireless

networks might be especially troublesome – verify with the local IT team.

• Devices used during hackathon must have direct Internet access (NAT), with no proxying. Ask about outgoing firewalls or

network restrictions that could cause problems for developers as they will use ports and network services that may not be

used normally. Ports 22, 80, 443 and 5222 outbound are especially important to ensure that they are free from

blocking/filtering or proxying. The IP addresses for IoT devices, laptops, smartphones, etc. must be assigned dynamically

using DHCP.

• Electric power bars, extension cords and sockets must be available at each table to power the laptops and the Prototyping

Lab equipment.

Example of a room setup
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND LEGAL

When awarding the prizes at the end of the event, ensuring the T&Cs are

signed is an important. The Cisco IoE Student Hackathon is considered to

be a competition where teams compete against each other to win the 1st

place. It is important to clearly state the rules in the T&Cs.

Legal procedures, also covering aspects like TAX, might differ from country

to country, therefore it is recommended to work with the local legal team to

verify the steps needed.

The Hackathon T&Cs must be signed and accepted prior to participating in

the hackathon.

https://cisco.box.com/s/kkgt8tnt3scq4ty5w9mi0804gfb9yen7
https://cisco.box.com/s/kkgt8tnt3scq4ty5w9mi0804gfb9yen7
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REGISTRATION FORM FOR THE STUDENTS

An online registration form is used to register students for the hackathon. For registration, leverage online tools like EventBrite: https://www.eventbrite.com

The registration form should provide clear information about the hackathon. Dates, Time, Location and Terms and Conditions. There should be clear information from the

beginning of registration through to the end of the event. Consider using the registration form as a “Request to Participate”. The registration form must provide a self-assessment,

where students evaluate their skills and create a competency profile, specifically:

• Networker (IP Technologies) - I connect things

• Maker (Electronics) - I tinker with electronics

• Developer (Software) - I write code

• Designer (UX) - I make things look good and easy

• Business Expert - I create ideas for businesses

These key profile attributes will show how many registered students considered themsleves to be a Networker/IP Technologies, Maker/Electronics, Developer/Software,

Designer/Ux or a Business Expert, helping to balance the skills of the teams.

Other mandatory fields on the registration form are:

• First and last name (full name)

• Email address (this will be the primary way to communicate with the students)

• Institution Name (Name of the school where the student attends)

Recommended fields on the registration form are:

• Previous experience from other Hackathons

• Describe how IoE can improve education

• Tell us why you want to participate.

• Upload a short CV

Ideally, the registration online link should be distributed among students at least 6 weeks before the event.

Feel free to extend the registration form with your own questions to better understand the students, their profile and needs (e.g. vegetarian food, wheelchair access, etc.). An

example template is available as part of the framework (For a template registration form, please see the following file: Registration Form.html).

The Hackathon Manager should promote the registration form across diverse student populations. Primary targets are Cisco Networking Academy students, but feel free to

distribute it among other departments or even other institutions as well. Keep in mind, for a successful team, each team should have members with complementary skill profiles.

After registration is closed, working together with the Hackathon Manager and Cisco Networking Academy, Instructors should select 20-25 students for the hackathon. In the

selection process, keep in mind that each team should have one member of each competency. Technical people for the IoE hackathon are especially important.

https://cisco.box.com/s/2326h9z0ohzcr2e13huyhfmyw945fn3d
https://cisco.box.com/s/2326h9z0ohzcr2e13huyhfmyw945fn3d
https://cisco.box.com/s/2326h9z0ohzcr2e13huyhfmyw945fn3d
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SCHEDULE/AGENDA/PROGRAM

The schedule of the hackathon must be ready before the final students are

invited. They must receive a confirmation email with detailed information

about the location, as well as the schedule.

The theme of the hackathon must be selected at this point, ideally targeting

social issues to be solved with innovative IoE solutions.

Work with the hackathon Facilitator to create a schedule which follows the

facilitation mythology (For the facilitation methodology, please see the

following files: Student Facilitation Manual.pdf, Instructor Facilitation

Manual.pdf).

(For a template schedule, please see the following file: Hackathon

schedule.xlsx).

https://cisco.box.com/s/f13e1y0xk79khzg8ay0rlo4wlep8hxqh
https://cisco.box.com/s/km56i2k8oh5thnho62ii83en8xe8a9z9
https://cisco.box.com/s/kkgt8tnt3scq4ty5w9mi0804gfb9yen7
https://cisco.box.com/s/f13e1y0xk79khzg8ay0rlo4wlep8hxqh
https://cisco.box.com/s/f13e1y0xk79khzg8ay0rlo4wlep8hxqh
https://cisco.box.com/s/km56i2k8oh5thnho62ii83en8xe8a9z9
https://cisco.box.com/s/km56i2k8oh5thnho62ii83en8xe8a9z9
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FINAL PRESENTATIONS, JURY, AND THE
AWARDS

The hackathon ends with a final presentation (or pitch) and demonstration

that each team prepares. Each team has 5 minutes (if not defined

otherwise) to present their solution. Three minutes should be allocated for

a presentation and 2 minutes for a working demo of their prototype.

After the demo, the jury members may ask the students questions about

their solution.

Every member of the jury evaluates each team with the following criteria:

• Creativity and originality

• Potential social impact of the solution

• Appropriate use of IoE

• Business opportunity

• Quality of the presentation

Each criteria is give points from 1 to 7, where:

• 1 = very poor

• 7 = Outstanding

The final points for the team are tallied for each criteria section.

After viewing all presentations, the jury will determine the team with the

highest points and select the winning team

(For a template evaluation sheets, please see the following files: Jury

Evaluation Sheet.pdf, Jury Global Summary.pdf).

An awards ceremony will be held at the end of the hackathon, where the

winning team receives their prize. Each participant should receive a

certificate of participation in the Cisco IoE Student Hackathon.

https://cisco.box.com/s/2y56blfda759c1mee698x00ym2i26d4f
https://cisco.box.com/s/k95qpow83eljlg0e3ghyduqg6lqde6r6
https://cisco.box.com/s/2y56blfda759c1mee698x00ym2i26d4f
https://cisco.box.com/s/2y56blfda759c1mee698x00ym2i26d4f
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HACKATHON EVENT FLOW

(For a detailed event flow with a description of each step, please see the

following file: 1.2 Hackathon Event Flow.pptx).

https://cisco.box.com/s/ipk43qvdqalazuipy1sfnte001vllebl
https://cisco.box.com/shared/static/jnffjq2fnur20zbdgrkhddstnberk56c.pptx
https://cisco.box.com/shared/static/jnffjq2fnur20zbdgrkhddstnberk56c.pptx
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SAMPLE: 6 WEEK TIMELINE OF THE IOE LAUNCHPAD

Hackathon

Start of the Journey

Week 1

Instructor Led Exercises

- Enrolling students to Introduction to IoE course

- Starting to use additional Lab Manual 

which supplements Introduction to IoE course

- Introduction to IoE, Hands on Labs

- Packet Tracer

- Prototyping Lab Activities  

- Introduction to IoE

- Prototyping, Electronics, Design 

Thinking, etc.

Instructor Led Lectures

Week 6
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HACKATHON FOLLOW-UP

Reporting:

• Results of Feedback Forms from Students and Organizers

• Pictures from the event

For each team:

• Name of the team

• Picture of each team and their prototype

• Name of members and their profile

• Description of the innovation

(For a template report, please see the following files: 1.10 Global

Dashboard.xlsx).

Follow up with live discussion:

• Cisco stakeholders

• NetSpace IoE Hackathon classroom for IoE Launchpad instructors

https://cisco.box.com/s/77lvn960j7ljxzpq3qgt9x005ubfcjpi
https://cisco.box.com/s/77lvn960j7ljxzpq3qgt9x005ubfcjpi
https://cisco.box.com/s/77lvn960j7ljxzpq3qgt9x005ubfcjpi
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Thanks!



Thank you.


